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Years ago while vacationing in Scotland, Katherine St. Claire believed sheâ€™d found the love of

her life. She shared a night of passion with a stranger, in a hotel castle called Duncreag. But come

morning, her lover had disappeared. And she has spent the last eight years trying to convince

herself it was all a dream... Living in the 15th century, Iain Mackintosh remains haunted by the

memory of his greatest love. Eight years ago, she disappeared, leaving behind a cairngorm earring

as the only evidence of her existence. Iainâ€™s family wants him to stop pining for this fantasy

woman and submit to a sensible marriage. But Katherine suddenly returns to him and reveals to him

whereâ€”and when sheâ€™s from...
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For years, American Katherine St. Claire dreamed about a medieval Scottish laird. When the

dreams seem to become more vividly real, the college professor decides to visit Duncreag, Scotland

to learn more about Iain, the "occupant" of her nights. Accompanied by her brother Jeff, Katherine

stays at the Duncreag Castle-Hotel.Their best friend, Assistant DA Elaine Macqueen flies to

Scotland only to learn from Jeff that Katherine vanished. As Jeff and Elaine fall in love during the

search for his sibling, Katherine is back in time. She and Laird Iain Mackintosh have fallen in love



and married. However, 1467 is a dangerous time due to treachery and out of control ambition.

Instead of a happy ever after, Jeff knows something went wrong over five hundred years ago

because the evidence has Katherine married to the wrong guy. He and Elaine are not sure how to

help their beloved Katherine.Time travel romance readers will fully enjoy Dee Davis' delightful

EVERYTHING IN ITS TIME. The story line is entertaining as it switches back and forth between the

mid-fifteenth century and the present. The lead charcaters are a warm, intrepid duo while Jeff and

Elaine make a darling couple. The rest of the cast provides the girth needed to make both centuries

seem real. If this novel is any indication of Ms. Davis' talent, sub-genre fans can expect many

entertaining works over the next decade.Harriet Klausner

Everything In Its Time is a great debut novel for Dee Davis. It hooks you from the beginning with the

coming together of Ian and Catherine. He is her dream lover, and the reader is sucked into the

fantasy, right along with Catherine. A mystery, a secondary love story that is engaging as the

primary love story, and a climactic rescue keeps the pace fast and thrilling. The plot twists and turns

and is never predictable. Thanks to Ms. Davis for writing this book.

What a wonderful treasure! Ms. Davis's book was refresingly exciting with surprising twists and

come to life vivid characters. I made the mistake of starting to read it on a work night and finished at

5:00 in the morning. I cheered the heros, booed the villians and felt the bonds of love and family.

Can't wait for her next book. I was fortunate enough to meet Ms. Davis and have her sign my book

for me. Her gracious warmth and her love of writing have me looking forward with anticipation to her

next book (which is supposed to come out around February).

This book has some great storytelling. You'll get lost in Katharine and Iain's world. I found myself

reading page after page, without taking any breaks. There was not only good character

development but good flow in the plot as well. I know I'll find myself rereading it again. This one's a

keeper!

I read a lot of romance books and have gotten a bit bored. But this gripped me from the beginning

with it's unpredictability and wonderful story line. I ached with the characters and, 2 days later, I am

still thinking about them. I thought it was fabulous! Definately a book I will keep and re-read over

and over.



This book had a really slow start for me. I almost gave up but kept reading since I had nothing better

to read at the moment. It got a lot more interesting in the middle as the characters developed. I liked

that the author had interesting secondary characters in their own story line. However, she never

really developed any characters or story as much as I would have liked. Still once you get past the

slow beginning this is a good book for a day at the beach. If you're expecting an epic tale of time

travel or romance 'ala Diana Gabaldon you are probably going to be disappointed. This is not the

heavy read that that series is (which after the first three I found tiresome). This is more of a quick to

moderate read for a relaxing day.

I really liked this book. It was a great time travel book. The main characters were believable and I

really liked how they brought characters from both times for us to get to know. I'm hooked and will

be ordering the next book in the series.

I admit that I love time-travel romance, and this book was a dandy. It has everything: a beautiful

heroine, a Scottish hero, gorgeous descriptions, humor, suspense, love, betrayal, suspense, guilt,

hope, and wonderful secondary characters.I don't like reading reviews that outline the book, so I

won't write a summary, but I will say that I stayed up until the wee hours of the morning to finish it.

Now I am going to shop for more books by Dee Davis. I like her style.
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